Incidence calculus is a mechanism for probabilistic reasoning in which sets of possible worlds, called incidences, are associated with axioms and probabilities are then associated with these sets. Inference rules are used to deduce bounds on the incidences of formulae which are not axioms and bounds for the probability o f s u c h a formula can then be obtained.
Introduction and Notation
Incidence calculus is a method of \reasoning under uncertainty" introduced in 1]. Such techniques are required for automated reasoning in many expert systems and a number of di erent mechanisms have been proposed.
The most common approach i n volves treating uncertainty as a \generalised truth value" and associating a number with each axiom of the system. The uncertainty o f a compound formula is then computed as some function of the uncertainties of its subformulae. 1] refers to this as a \purely numeric mechanism".
While such a n umeric mechanism allows uncertainties to be calculated in a rapid and simple way there is often no clear connection with standard probability theory. Also a purely numeric mechanism can lead to a situation where semantically equivalent formulae are assigned di erent uncertainties. Further details of the limitations of numeric mechanisms can be found in 1].
Incidence calculus attempts to base uncertain reasoning on classical probability theory. Instead of attaching uncertainties directly to formulae, each relevant f o r m ula has an associated incidence representing a set of possible worlds in which the formula holds.
Formally the incidence is taken to be a set in some probability space. Thus an axiom A has associated with it a set i(A) and a probability p(i(A)) is then associated with this set.
Incidence calculus therefore provides a clear connection with standard probability theory. It also ensures that semantically equivalent f o r m ulae always have the same associated probability. On the other hand programs that reason with incidence calculus need to manipulate sets and can be more complicated than programs that perform reasoning by numerical means alone.
Incidence calculus was rst described in 1] and soundness and completeness results for some of its algorithms were presented in 2]. A more formal basis for the theory is presented in 3]. An introductory review of incidence calculus is presented in 4].
Incidence Calculus
Following 2] we shall restrict our attention to propositional logic using only connectives for negation and conjunction. There is no real loss of generality here since any propositional formula is semantically equivalent to a formula involving only these two connectives. Let X be a set then the propositional language generated by X can be thought o f a s the smallest set P(X) with the properties 1. X P(X) 2. 2 P(X) for all 2 P(X) 3. ^ 2 P(X) for all 2 P(X).
The members of a propositional language will be called formulae.
The following is based on the de nition of an incidence function given in 3].
De nition. Let W be a nonempty set and let I P (W) be the power set of W (i.e. the set of all subsets of W) then a map i : P(X) ! I P(W ) will be called an incidence function if the following properties hold
denotes the complement wni( ) o f i( ) i n W. The set W is called a set of possible worlds and for 2 P(X) the subset i( ) o f W is called the incidence of the formula .
Note that if i : P(X) ! I P(W ) is an incidence function then we can generate further incidence functions by p e r m uting the possible worlds. If : W ! W is a one-to-one correspondence then the map j : P(X) ! I P (W) de ned by j( ) = f (w)jw 2 i( )g 8 2 P(X)
is an incidence function. We n o w discuss the incidence calculus inference mechanism.
Let A be a set of formulae from P(X), let W be a nonempty set of possible worlds and let i be a map from A to I P(W ). We regard A as the set of axioms for an incidence calculus theory and i as an assignment of incidences set up by the user of a program based on such a theory. T o estimate the incidence of a formula which is not an axiom we begin by setting up a lower bound and an upper bound W. The inference mechanism then re nes these bounds using the known incidences of the axioms. The bounds for incidences can be described by a pair of maps (L U) where L( ) i s a l o wer bound for the incidence of and U( ) an upper bound.
De nition. An assignment is a pair (L U) of maps from some nite subset of a propositional language to a power set.
An incidence calculus rule takes an assignment ( L F U F ) and produces a new assignment ( L G U G ) b y altering the value of either L F or U F on at most one formula. A rule can be speci ed by stating which of the maps is altered, the formula whose assignment i s changed and the value of the new assignment on that formula.
The following rules are given by 1 ].
Not1 :
Additional rules for disjunction and implication have been obtained in 5].
For each of the above t h e contributions of a rule are all the expressions L F ( ) and U F ( ) appearing on the right hand side with the exception of the last such expression.
We n o w summarise the inference mechanism. Further details will be found in 1].
The Incidence Calculus Inference Mechanism. Let D be a nite subset of a propositional language P(X) and let (L 1 U 1 ) be an assignment where L 1 and U 1 are maps from D ! I P (W) for some set W of possible worlds. Suppose also we h a ve an initial queue of rules i.e. a nite list whose members are inference rules of the form listed above.
Construct new assignments (L 2 U 2 ) (L 3 U 3 ) : : :as follows: suppose that (L n U n ) h a s been de ned then 1. if there is a 2 D with L n ( ) 6 U n ( ) then terminate with (L n U n ) 2. if the queue is empty then terminate with (L n U n ) 3. otherwise remove the rst rule from the queue and use it to update (L n U n ) t o the new assignment ( L n+1 U n+1 ). If the update leads to L n+1 ( ) 6 = L n ( ) then add all rules having L n ( ) a s a c o n tribution to the queue. If the update leads to U n+1 ( ) 6 = U n ( ) then add all rules having U n ( ) a s a c o n tribution to the queue.
It can be shown that the updating of assignments by the inference mechanism will eventually terminate 2].
The inference mechanism plays a fundamental role in Bundy's inconsistency detection algorithm and legal assignment nder algorithm. Given a map i : A ! I P (W) representing an assignment of incidences to axioms the inference mechanism can be applied to the initial
to produce a nal assignment ( L N U N ). Here sf(A) denotes the set of all formulae which are subformulae of some member of A. We s a y that a map i : A ! I P(W ) i s consistent if it can be extended to an incidence function i : P(X) ! I P (W). There are three possible outcomes from the inference mechanism:
1. L N ( ) = U N ( ) for all 2 sf(A). In this case i is consistent. 2. L N ( ) U N ( ) for some 2 sf(A). In this case i is not consistent. 
The Problem of Incidence Assignment
In an expert system it is usual to initially assign a number representing an uncertainty (e.g. a probability) to each axiom. If such a system is to base it's reasoning on incidence calculus then it is necessary to assign incidences to the axioms and also to nd a probability measure which can reproduce the original given numerical uncertainties.
We n o w discuss some methods for carrying out this incidence assignment procedure. These methods assume that the incidences will be events in some equiprobable probability space. (In a equiprobable space (W I P(W ) p ) the probability p(E) o f a s u b s e t E of a nite set W of possible worlds is given by p(E) = jEj=jWj where jSj denotes the number of elements in the set S.) The number of possible worlds required can then be estimated from the given uncertainties | if each uncertainty i s r e q u i r e d t o n decimal places then we may use 10 n possible worlds.
Statement of the Problem. We a r e g i v en a subset A of a propositional language P(X), a map u : A ! 0 1], and a probability space (W I P(W ) p ). We wish to nd a consistent m a p i : A ! I P (W) (representing an assignment of incidences) with u( ) = p(i( )) 8 2 A : The members of A are the axioms of the incidence calculus theory.
When both A and W are nite there is a straightforward but ine cient w ay o f s e a r c hing for a suitable incidence function. There are only nitely many m a p s i : A ! I P(W ) w i t h u( ) = p(i( )) for all 2 A so we need only search for such maps and apply the legal assignment nder to each u n til a consistent i is found. If no such i is found then there is no assignment of incidents which can reproduce the given uncertainties.
A more e cient procedure consists of choosing a suitable value of i( ) for some 2 A and then using the inference mechanism to calculate bounds on i( ) f o r 6 = . T o obtain values of i on other formulae we need then only search for suitable sets lying between these bounds.
A T ree for Incidence Assignment
The assignment methods to be discussed in this paper can be viewed as techniques for searching a tree. We begin by de ning this tree.
Incidence Assignment T ree. Given a subset A = f 1 : : : n g of a propositional language, a probability space (W I P(W ) p ) and a map u : A ! 0 1], we de ne a tree there is a subtree of (L U) whose root (L r U r ) is obtained by applying the incidence calculus inference mechanism to the assignment ( 
with the initial queue of rules containing all inference rules having L F ( r ) o r U F ( r ) i n their contribution.
In practice it is more e cient to use a modi cation of the inference mechanism where an extra check is made each time a rule res. This will cause the inference mechanism to terminate if the uncertainty of some formula does not lie between the bounds calculated from the current assignment. We n o w state this updated form of the inference mechanism | it is identical to the previous one except for the addition of condition 0.
The Incidence Calculus Inference Mechanism (Version 2). Let D be a nite subset of a propositional language P(X) l e t W be a set and let L 1 U 1 be maps from D to I P(W ). Suppose also that there is a map u from some subset of D 
then terminate with (L n U n ) and failure 1. if there is a 2 D with L n ( ) 6 U n ( ) then terminate with (L n U n ) and failure 2. if the queue is empty then terminate with (L n U n ) 3. otherwise remove the rst rule from the queue and use it to update (L n U n ) t o the new assignment ( L n+1 U n+1 ). If the update leads to L n+1 ( ) 6 = L n ( ) then add all rules having L n ( ) a s a c o n tribution to the queue. If the update leads to U n+1 ( ) 6 = U n ( ) then add all rules having U n ( ) a s a c o n tribution to the queue.
It is easy to see that a vertex (L U) of the incidence assignment tree is a leaf if and only if at least one of the following conditions holds:
for some 2 sf(A) L5: there are no 2 A and E 2 I P (W) with L( ) E U( ) a n d u( ) = p(E). Here cases L3, L4 a n d L5 all represent failure. To nd an assignment of incidences we search the tree for a vertex (L U) satisfying one of the conditions L1 o r L2. A map i : A ! I P(W ) can then be de ned by i( ) = L( ) 8 on the incidence assignment t r e e u n til either a consistent assignment is found or all leafs have been checked without a suitable assignment being discovered.
This assignment mechanism has been implemented in Prolog where the depth rst search can be carried out using Prolog's backtracking mechanism.
Example. Let (W I P(W ) p ) be an equiprobable probability space where W = f0 1 Thus there are essentially only three independent incidence functions from which all the others can be obtained.
Each of these three gives a di erent estimate for the uncertainty o f x^y: p(i 1 (x^y)) = 0 p(i 2 (x^y)) = 0:1 p(i 3 (x^y)) = 0:2:
If a depth rst search of the assignment tree terminates with the discovery of the incidence function i 1 then the corresponding estimate of the uncertainty o f x^y will be 0. However we know that other possible values of this uncertainty are 0 and 0:1. Thus a search m a y nd an assignment which is an unrepresentative sample of the set of all possible assignments. It is easy to calculate that here there are 45 possible incidence functions give rise to an uncertainty o f 0 f o r x^y, 720 incidence functions giving an uncertainty o f 0 :1 f o r x^y and 1260 incidence functions giving an uncertainty o f 0 :2 f o r x^y. So a depth rst search is more likely to nd an incidence function i for which i(x^y) has two elements.
The above example illustrates a number of important points about incidence assignment methods:
1. It is possible to have t wo leafs (L 1 U 1 ) and (L 2 U 2 ) of the assignment tree each o f which is compatible with the given uncertainties but for which t h e i n tervals
are disjoint. Thus calculating uncertainties from a single leaf will in general give estimated bounds rather than exact ones. 2. Using a depth rst incidence assignment method to search for all possible assignments which are compatible with some given uncertainties may b e v ery ine cient since time may b e w asted discovering a large number of assignments which are permutations of a few basic ones. 3. A search for a single consistent l e a f m a y terminate with an unrepresentative sample which will then lead to poor estimates of uncertainties.
A M o n te Carlo Method for Incidence Assignment
Some proposals for dealing with the above problems are suggested in 6]. The simplest of these consists of searching for a number of suitable assignments and then taking the average of the uncertainties calculated from each assignment. Another proposal of Corlett and Todd is the \Monte Carlo" method in which the search of the incidence assignment tree is carried out using a suitable random choice of subtree at each v ertex. This choice is based on the following observation:
Given an equiprobable probability space ( I P( ) ) where = f! 1 : : : ! N g and a number 2 0 1] then performing a sequence of N Bernoulli trials each with probability of success is likely to produce N successes. Therefore the subset A of de ned by ! r 2 A () the r'th trial is a success is likely to satisfy (A) = .
The following algorithm for this Monte Carlo approach is described in 4].
Monte Carlo Incidence Assignment Method. Let A = f 1 : : : n g be a subset of a propositional language, let (W I P(W ) p ) be an equiprobable probability space and let In general we m a y not have an uncertainty assigned to every subformula of the set of axioms. In this case a situation may arise where every axiom has been assigned a suitable incidence, the inference mechanism has been run and we still have L( ) U( ) for some . In this case it is necessary to apply the legal assignment nder to determine if the current assignment is consistent.
We n o w consider the e ect of assigning incidences when the axioms are given in a di erent order. This will illustrate how the algorithm backtracks if it makes an unsuitable choice of incidence and also show that the order plays an important role in the assignment process.
Suppose we assign incidences to the axioms in the order a b c a^c b^c a^b^c: After an initial choice assigning a set with eight elements to a, running the inference mechanism will still leave b with the default bounds. Then an arbitrary set with six elements is assigned to b, and an arbitrary set with ve elements to c. Since these assignments are made independently it is unlikely that the intersection of the incidents will contain suitable numbers of elements to reproduce the uncertainties of a^c b^c and a^b^c. I n this case the algorithm will backtrack and work through the various possible assignments to a b and c until a suitable one is found.
In a test run of the Prolog implementation of the depth rst assignment m e t h o d backtracking occurred 52 times before a consistent assignment w as found. Thus the order in which the axioms are arranged can play a crucial role in determining how e ciently an assignment is found.
We n o w describe a test run of the Monte Carlo assignment program on the above example. Here the initial choice of an incidence for a^b^c is f0 9g. After the inference mechanism is run on this the program then attempts to assign an incidence to b^c which has associated uncertainty 0 :4. The rst random subset generated is f0 9 1 2 7g which i s rejected as two large. Then f0 9 3g is generated and rejected as two small. On the next attempt a suitable incidence f0 9 3 6g is generated. The inference mechanism is then run and the program then moves on to search for an incidence for the next axiom. and 100 possible worlds are used was tested using a SICStus Prolog interpreter on a Hewlett-Packard workstation. Here consistent assignments were found in a user time of 374:520 for a depth rst search and 355:060 using the Monte Carlo method.
These examples show that the e ciency of both the depth rst and Monte Carlo methods are a ected by the order in which the axioms are considered when assigning incidences. A further di culty of the Monte Carlo method is that the current implementation does not backtrack so that the program can fail to nd an assignment e v en when one exists.
Incidence Calculus and Linear Programming
In this section chapter we discuss an alternative method for calculating uncertainties in incidence calculus. Previously we considered techniques which started with a given probability space and searched for an incidence assignment. We n o w r e v erse this approach, starting with an incidence assignment and then searching for suitable probabilities.
A m a p v : P(X) ! f 0 1g will be called a valuation if it satis es 1: v( ) = 1 ; v( ) 8 2 P(X) 2: v( ^ ) = minfv( ) v ( )g 8 2 P(X):
Let V be the set of all valuations on P(X) then it is easy to verify that the map : P(X) ! V de ned by ( ) = fv 2 V jv( ) = 1 g 8 2 P(X)
is an incidence function. We shall call the natural incidence function on P(X).
The natural incidence function will be used to give our assignment of incidences to formulae. In practice when X is large this choice may produce an unfeasibly large number of possible worlds since V contains 2 jX j elements. However we can always choose a xed subset V 0 of V containing say 100 elements and then de ne an incidence function j :
We n o w wish to associate a probability p(E) w i t h e a c h subset E of V or equivalently to nd a probability density function f : V ! 0 1] (i.e. a map satisfying f(v) 0 for all v 2 V and P v2V f(v) = 1) from which p can be calculated using the relation p(E) = X v2E f(v) 8E 2 I P (V ):
Our problem can be summarised as follows.
Problem Let V be the set of valuations of a propositional language P(X). Given a map u : f 1 : : : m g ! 0 1] de ned on a subset of P(X) determine the probability densities f : V ! 0 1] which satisfy u( j ) = X ff(v)jv 2 ( j )g (1 j m) ( ) where : P(X) ! I P (V ) is the natural incidence function de ned b y ( ) = fv 2 V jv( ) = 1 g:
Let V = fv 1 : : : v n g. Then we can write ( ) a s
Moreover there is a unique smallest set fe 1 : : : e r g with this property | its members are called the basic feasible solutions of the equation.
Thus although the matrix equation we are considering will in general have in nitely many solutions these are completely determined one we know the nite set of basic feasible solutions.
Note. The theorem can be applied to the problem we are discussing by taking K = 1 for,since we are searching for density functions, one of our equations will always have the form z 1 + : : : + z n = 1 . However for the purposes of performing calculations in incidence calculus it is probably unnecessary to determine all basic feasible solutions. It may be su cient to use some random procedure to nd a single solution. Alternatively we could attempt to nd the \centre of gravity" of the solution set 1 r r X k=1 e r which could be regarded as giving the average probability d e n s i t y. We h a ve described a theoretical background for incidence assignment using linear programming methods. The main problems with such an approach lie in the large number of possible worlds that are introduced and in the computational complexity of calculating the probabilities associated with these worlds. Further work is needed to determine if suitable approximation methods can make this approach feasible.
Conclusions
We h a ve discussed two methods for assigning incidences to axioms. In each case an incidence with the required probability is selected and then the inference mechanism is used to obtain the bounds on the incidences of other formulae which result from this choice.
Two assignment techniques have been examined. The rst performs a depth rst search looking for an assignment. The e ciency of this search depends crucially on the order in which the axioms are considered when incidences are being selected. Further work needs to be done in this area to determine the most suitable order. It appears from the examples considered here that it is best to assign incidences rst to compound formulae or formulae with small uncertainties.
The advantage of a depth rst search is that it will eventually terminate and determine if a consistent assignment is possible (in practice however this may t a k e a v ery long time). It is also impractical to use this method for determining all possible incidence assignments as we s a w in Section 5 that in general there can be many assignments which are obtained by applying permutations to a much smaller number of ones.
Another disadvantage of the depth rst procedure is that it may d i s c o ver an assignment which gives poor estimates of uncertainties for formulae which are not axioms (for example in section 5 the assignments i 1 and i 3 give extreme values for the uncertainty o f x^y while i 2 gives a preferable estimate). An alternative procedure, the Monte Carlo assignment method attempts to resolve this di culty b y making random selections of incidences. It is therefore likely to return an average incidence assignment which should allow g o o d estimates to be made for other uncertainties.
However the current implementation of the Monte Carlo method is unable to detect a situation in which no assignment is possible. In such a case it may c o n tinue inde nitely making random choices of incidences.
It is also possible for the Monte Carlo method to make a bad initial choice of incidences leading to a situation where it cannot proceed to nd an assignment. A possible improvement h e r e w ould consist of setting a limit (say 1 0 0 ) t o t h e n umber of random sets that can be selected at a given vertex in the search tree. After 100 attempts if no suitable incidence has been discovered the algorithm would backtrack and try a di erent assignment for the previous axiom We h a ve outlined an alternative approach to calculating uncertainties in incidence calculus which a voids the need to search for an assignment of incidences. At p r e s e n t the method has not been tested in practice against the incidence calculus programs. There are many programs available for solving linear programming problems (the facility i s a vailable in some computer algebra systems) so some experiments in this area could easily be carried out in future.
